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The purpose of this paper is to provide a summary of the long-term trends of the
estimated drag torque and spin-rates of the Cassini reaction wheel assemblies during 11
years of intensive science operations at Saturn. Reaction wheel failure is a common fault for
long-lived spacecraft, and in some cases can result in the loss of a mission. For this reason, it
is important for spacecraft operators to closely monitor the health and behavior of
operational reaction wheels to potentially identify trends or signatures in the reaction wheel
telemetry that could portend forthcoming issues. This paper will present the historical
trends in the estimated reaction wheel drag torque at various spin-rates over the course of
the mission. The objective of this paper is to provide the aerospace community with
examples of the types of aging trends that have been observed on Cassini’s reaction wheels
as an in-flight example of real-world hardware performance. The Cassini reaction wheels
usage and drag torque trends are of interest to the larger aerospace community because
Cassini’s wheels have been operated continuously for over 11 years of science operations,
and the Cassini RWA’s are frequently run through their full range of possible spin-rates,
which gives the Cassini operations team a rich data set to use for health monitoring and
trending of real-world reaction wheels.
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I. Introduction

HE Cassini spacecraft launched from Earth in 1997 to begin a multi-decade long mission to explore the planet
Saturn and its moons.1 Cassini-Huygens is a joint NASA and ESA project that consists of the NASA Saturn
orbiting Cassini spacecraft and the ESA Huygens probe designed to parachute to a landing on Titan’s cloud
shrouded surface, which it did successfully in 2005.2 During its seven-year cruise to Saturn, Cassini performed
gravity assist flybys of Venus (twice), Earth, and Jupiter. Cassini ultimately arrived at Saturn and performed an
orbit insertion maneuver in 2004 to begin the very successful prime science mission, which lasted 4 years, until
2008.1 Cassini then successfully completed the Equinox extended mission (2008-2010)3 and is currently 5 years
into the 7-year Solstice extended-extended mission.4 The Cassini spacecraft has now passed 18 years of flight, with
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reaction wheels.14 With the articulated RWA, Cassini possesses redundancy to protect against the failure of any
single reaction wheel, and, given the proper alignment of the articulated RWA, can maintain precise attitude control
without any performance degradation using any 3 of the 4 RWAs. The Cassini reaction wheel controller flight
software does not allow for more than 3 wheels to be used in the control loop, though the hardware of all four
reaction wheels can be spun simultaneously if desired.
Much has been previously written and presented about the Cassini reaction wheels.6,14,15,16,17,18 The journal
article by Lee and Wang15 should be considered the authoritative text on the specific examples of RWA drag spikes
as well as background bearing drag physics, and this investigation is not intended to revisit the same information
previously shared. This paper instead focuses on long-term trends in the RWA telemetry. There are trends in the
Cassini RWA drag torque telemetry, which do not show up in the telemetry from a single day, but rather unfold
slowly over the course over several months or years and these long-term trends have been unreported in previous
presentations on Cassini’s RWAs. Each of the Cassini RWAs has shown incidents of anomalous RWA drag torque
events at some point in their history, but presenting a piecemeal sampling of individual drag spike events provides
nothing more than anecdotal evidence of the RWA health. Examining the long-term RWA drag torque trends
provides the only method to quantitatively observe whether the RWA drag torque has changed, or is changing, over
the course of the mission.

II. Operational Use of the Cassini Reaction Wheels
Cassini carries 12 major science instruments, including remote sensing cameras and spectrometers as well as
electric and magnetic field antennas, and dust and charged particle detectors.1 The majority of the instruments are
fixed to the spacecraft and lack the ability to articulate, and as a consequence, the Cassini RWAs are subjected to
frequent large changes in spin-rate and frequent spin direction reversals as the Cassini spacecraft slews to point the
science instrument at desired science targets. While the RCS controller could be used to reorient the spacecraft, it is
only with the RWA controller that the spacecraft is able to achieve the accuracy and stability necessary for many of
the science observations.19 An intense day of science observations, when the spacecraft is close to Saturn or one of
its moons, will commonly have hundreds of commanded slews and the RWAs will change spin-rate by >2000 rpm,
potentially including multiple spin direction reversals (referred to as “zero crossings”).
To avoid dwelling at low wheel spin-rates (which could damage the RWA lubricant and bearings)15, the RWAs are
“biased” frequently to pre-selected non-zero spin-rates. To perform a reaction wheel bias, the spacecraft is
transitioned from RWA to RCS control and the wheels are commanded to change their spin rate while the RCS
thrusters hold the spacecraft attitude.20 After the bias, Cassini is returned to RWA control and science operations
continue. Cassini executes RWA biases at a frequency of approximately once every 3-4 days. In practice, Cassini
experiences negligible external torques due to solar radiation pressure or thermal radiation pressure from the
radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs), and the spacecraft is generally too far from Saturn and its moons to
experience significant gravity gradient or atmospheric torques. For this reason, when Cassini performs a reaction
wheel biasing activity, this should not be though of as “momentum dumping,” but rather as the spacecraft changing
from one predetermined non-zero momentum state to a different pre-determined non-zero momentum state. Each
RWA bias is designed so that, throughout the 3-4 day “segment” in RWA control, low-spin-rate dwell time is
minimized and peak spin-rates are kept below a maximum threshold.
The prime set of RWAs used in RWA control mode on Cassini is currently RWA1, RWA2, and RWA4. RWA3
was a member of the prime set from the first use of RWA control (March 2000) until July 2003 (about one year
before reaching Saturn). However, RWA3 exhibited several instances of rough and elevated drag torque, which was
interpreted to be caused by dry cage instability.15 Despite the unexpected elevated drag torque shown by RWA3, the
RWA controller was still able to meet all pointing accuracy requirements. Nevertheless, as a preemptive protective
measure, in 2003 RWA4 (the unpowered backup RWA) was articulated so that its spin-axis was precisely aligned
with the spin-axis of RWA3, and RWA3 was demoted to backup hardware status and the prime set of reaction
wheels was changed to consist of RWA1, RWA2, and RWA4.5 Since 2003 RWA3 has been regularly exercised as
part of an engineering maintenance activity that spins the wheel to 100 rpm in each direction every 3 months, and
RWA3 was used briefly in the prime set of the reaction wheels in 2011 as part of an engineering test. Since RWA3
lacks sufficient telemetry to perform reliable trending, this paper will instead focus on the RWA drag torque trends
of RWA1, RWA2, and RWA4.
On Cassini, RWA controlled spacecraft slews are designed by spacecraft operators using ground tools to create
commands for science pointing sequences. Spacecraft slews using the reaction wheel controller use profiled turn
rate and accelerations that are limited on a per-axis basis relative to the spacecraft body frame (the Cassini body
frame is shown in Figure 1). The RWA controlled spacecraft turn rate limits are [X, Y, Z] = [1.92, 2.3, 3.9] (mrad/s)
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observations, the total quantity of low-rpm time accumulated by RWA1, RWA2, and RWA4 each quarter has fallen
from as much as ~120 hours of low-rpm time per wheel to as low as ~10 hours of low-rpm time per wheel per
quarter. The pace of low-rpm time accumulation has remained effectively constant since 2011, which demonstrates
that the RBOT process, as currently performed, has reached the practical limit of its effectiveness in limiting lowrpm accumulation. The achieved low-rpm time accumulation rate for the Cassini RWAs (10 hours of low-rpm time
every 3 months) amounts to the wheels spinning below ±300 rpm during only 0.4% of the time that the wheels are
operating. Furthermore, since the RWAs accumulate fewer revolutions per unit of time when they are spinning
slowly, the proportion of RWA revolutions that occur while the RWAs are in a regime that is believed to cause
excessive bearing wear is fleetingly small. In theory, the substantial effort expended by the operations team in
limiting RWA low-rpm time pays dividends in RWA longevity because the rate at which the RWA bearings
accumulate mechanical wear is being minimized as much as is practical. The Cassini project sequence development
schedule has been tailored to permit science pointing adjustments and in some cases deletion of lower-priority
science observations so that low-rpm dwell can be minimied. While it remains impossible to prove empirically that
the efforts of the AACS team with the RBOT process unequivocally protects RWA health or prolongs RWA life, the
AACS team nevertheless continues to diligently perform the RBOT process knowing that it has the best chance of
helping RWA health among any known ground operator actions.

III. Cassini RWA Drag Torque History
As a result of the thousands of spacecraft slews and tens of thousands of hours of precise pointing across 11
years of continuous science operations at Saturn, the Cassini RWAs have received considerable wear. The Cassini
Attitude and Articulation Control Subsystem (AACS) continues to monitor the RWA telemetry from Cassini daily
and has diligently trended the RWA telemetry across more than one decade of science operations to monitor any
disturbing trends or signs of performance degradation. The drag characteristics of the Cassini RWAs have changed
appreciably over the course of the mission and all of the wheels have demonstrated at least some periods of elevated
or “rough” drag telemetry or drag spikes.15 Each of the Cassini RWAs has shown its own unique drag torque
characteristics and the behavior of each of the wheels has changed over several years, so it is difficult to summarize
11 years worth of RWA quirks in the space of a few sentences.
Speaking generally, the drag torque behavior of the four Cassini RWA’s can be described as follows: RWA1 and
RWA3 are the two more troublesome wheels5,15, while RWA2 and RWA4 are better behaved. RWA1 in particular
has shown higher levels of drag torque than the other wheels throughout the entire mission at Saturn, and the
telemetry from RWA1 is quite frequently punctuated by spikes in the estimated drag torque and is very seldom
smooth, even when the RWA is left spinning at a constant spin-rate for an extended period of time.15
RWA3 was the reaction wheel that exhibited alarming bouts of what the team believes was dry cage instability15
within one or both of the reaction wheel bearings during the years preceding the arrival of Cassini at Saturn. Since
RWA3 was demoted to a backup role before the science mission at Saturn even commenced, RWA3 has
accumulated far fewer hours of operation than any of the other RWAs. Yet although RWA3 is the “youngest” of the
Cassini RWAs in terms of accumulated revolutions and hours of operations, RWA3 remains the least trusted of the
Cassini RWAs in the minds of the spacecraft operators. This judgement was confirmed when RWA3 was tested for
7 weeks of science observations (it replaced RWA4 in the prime set) during the spring of 2011. Its very rough and
large drag torque signature was clearly evident towards the end of the test.
For the prime set of RWAs that has been used during the Cassini science mission at Saturn (RWA1, RWA2, and
RWA4), the operations team has an extensive data set of telemetry for RWA spin-rate, RWA total torque applied, as
well as the flight software estimated RWA drag torque. The Cassini flight software includes a PI (proportionalintegral) estimator which produces an estimate of the RWA drag torque to be used to compensate the commanded
torque in the reaction wheel control loop, as well as being a useful quantity to monitor in telemetry and as part of
error monitors in the onboard fault protection logic.13,15 There are known limitations to this flight software drag
torque estimate; first, the estimate is smoothed compared to the raw torque data and, as such, general characteristics
of the relative noise of the data as well as transient events can be blunted or fully removed as a result of the
smoothing.15 Second, the drag torque estimate tends to produce poor estimates of the actual drag if the RWA is not
spinning at a nearly constant spin-rate. That means that the drag torque estimator’s data is suspect whenever the
reaction wheels are being actively accelerated or decelerated (e.g. while the spacecraft is slewing). Nevertheless,
due to the limited bandwidth of the telemetry returned from Cassini 1 billion miles away at Saturn, the drag torque
estimate channel is still the best piece of telemetry from the spacecraft that the operations team can monitor in order
to search for long-term trends in reaction wheel health.
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degradation. The gradual reversal in the drag torque trends of RWA1 and RWA2 may even be tenuous evidence
that limiting low-rpm operations is beneficial to the RWAs. The pace of RWA degradation appears to be
sustainable for the remaining two years of the Cassini missing, leading up to the planned intentional impact of the
spacecraft into Saturn in 2017.
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